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Abstract
Towards an assessment method for multi-party audio conferenc-
ing systems, we investigated in a pilot study the influence of the
number of interlocutors and the audio reproduction method on
the quality of experience. Despite some room for improving the
sensitivity of our experimental method, the results show that the
number of interlocutors and the audio reproduction method in-
fluence at least partially the cognitive effort required in confer-
encing situations and the perceived speech transmission quality.
Index Terms: multi-party conferencing, quality of experience,
scalability

1. Introduction
The Quality of Experience (QoE) of existing multi-party audio
conferencing systems is limited as people often report dissatis-
faction and fatigue. To gain more insights into the actual prob-
lems, assessment methods designed for conferencing situations
would be beneficial. In the literature, work has been reported
on individual aspects concerning the QoE of multi-party con-
ferencing. For instance, [1, 2, 3] investigated the benefit of pro-
viding spatial auditory cues to better separate speakers and as
a result reduce the cognitive effort in conferencing situations.
Focussing on remote collaborative working, [4, 5] investigated
how far communicative aspects of face-to-face conversations
are covered by conferencing systems in order to explain the
high cognitive load required in conferencing situations. Fur-
thermore, much research has been done on the QoE assess-
ment of telecommunication systems, leading to various stan-
dardized assessment methods as they are known in the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union (ITU). However, those as-
sessment methods were designed for one-to-one conversations;
there is no agreed method for the multi-party conferencing case
available yet. Apparently, not only speech transmission qual-
ity, but also cognitive aspects and the number of interlocutors
seem to play an important role for the overall QoE of multi-
party conferencing. In a pilot study we investigated perceived
quality and cognitive effort as a function of the number of inter-
locutors (#IL). The study goals were a) to verify the hypothesis
in [3] that #IL has an impact on QoE; b) to investigate any in-
teractions between #IL and speech transmission quality; and c)
to obtain detailed insights for developing a proper assessment
method (e.g. questionnaires and experimental design).

2. Experiment Preparations
The experiment required test stimuli that a) remain comparable
while the number of interlocutors differs between the stimuli; b)
change the cognitive effort with varying number of interlocutors
as it can be observed in real-life conference calls; c) achieve a
high degree of naturalness; and d) differ in the content to avoid

that test participants are exposed more than once to the same
content. To obtain such stimuli, we made recordings of profes-
sional speakers who had simulated conference calls following a
number of prepared scenarios. Since [8] describes the scenario
development and recording process in detail, this section will
only outline the main aspects.

2.1. Scenarios

Scenarios can differ in the naturalness of the conversation de-
pending on the degree of freedom given to the speakers, ranging
from reading aloud numbers or words, e.g. [6], to free discus-
sions on a given topic, e.g. [1]. Structured test scenarios with a
moderate degree of freedom, and thus providing a balance be-
tween naturalness and comparability, are available for two- and
three-interlocutor conversations [7, 3]. However, those scenar-
ios have been developed for a fixed number of interlocutors;
hence we modified them into scenarios that are scalable in the
number of interlocutors.

Figure 1 shows the different conversation phases of a sce-
nario that we adapted systematically to the different number of
interlocutors. During the welcome phase, one interlocutor takes
over the role as discussion leader and starts with a rather for-
mal introduction of the conference call. These formalities en-
sure that the scenarios remain feasible to walk through when
there are more than three interlocutors. In the next conversa-
tion phase, a number of agenda items are discussed, in which
the interlocutors solve small problems. To realize the intended
scaling with the number of interlocutors, a new problem is in-
troduced with each additional interlocutor. In Figure 1 this is
indicated by the tickmarks and crosses. The last agenda item
“miscellaneous” consists of an information exchange round in
which each interlocutor provides an information items such as
an email address or telephone number. Finally the conversation
ends with the goodbye.

After developing the scenario structure, the next step was
to translate this into instructions that can be used by speakers
for the recordings. The instruction sheets comprised general
information about the scenario, short descriptions of the speak-
ers’ roles, and detailed content for the individual contributions
the speakers should make. To maximize the naturalness of the
conversations, all information was provided using bullet points
and pictograms instead of fully written texts. We realized 13
scenarios from business life that are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Recordings

For the recordings we invited six male German speaking volun-
teers with professional experience as speaker or actors. The
recordings took place in a large anechoic chamber (area =
120m2) located at the Technical University of Berlin. The
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Figure 1: The scenario structure. With each additional inter-
locutor, an agenda item is added to the conversation.

ScenID Topic #IL ScenID Topic #IL
0 Meeting 3 7 Jubilee 3
1 Convention 2 8 Movie 2
2 CD 4 9 City festival 4
3 Paintings 4 10 Car 3
4 Internet 6 11 Project 2
5 Interviews 6 12 Ice cream 6
6 Conference 3

Table 1: Overview of the 13 scenarios: scenario identifier
(ScenID), scenario topic, and number of interlocutors per sce-
nario (#IL).

speakers were seated such that the distance between them was
maximized, facing the non-reflecting walls. Due to this seat-
ing arrangement, the speakers could not directly see each other
and acoustic crosstalk of microphone signals was minimized.
Wearing high-quality headsets, the speakers had conversations
via a simulated conferencing system running on a laptop. Us-
ing the SoundScapeRenderer software [9], we applied spatial
audio reproduction in which each speaker could hear the others
arranged on a virtual semi-circle in front of him. Furthermore,
we did not introduce any transmission impairments and we pro-
vided full bandwidth (0−22050Hz). With this setup the speak-
ers were communicating via a speech transmission system in an
idealized situation that was as efficient and comfortable as pos-
sible. We edited the recorded conversations to further enhance
the comparability in terms of conversation structure and to cre-
ate shortened versions that are easily applicable in listening-
only tests. The final set of 13 telephone conference recordings
had a total length of 97 minutes.

3. Experiment Conduction
Accordingly to our experimental goal, the experimental condi-
tions differed in the number of interlocutors (#IL) and speech
transmission quality (SysCond). Covering a sufficiently broad
range for #IL while keeping the practical effort within feasi-
ble limits, we selected four different #ILs: two, three, four,
and six. Inspired by [3], SysCond varied along the two pa-
rameters bandwidth and spatial audio reproduction. Again
balancing coverage and effort, we opted for three conditions:
narrowband-non-spatial (NB-M), fullband-non-spatial (FB-M),
and fullband-spatial with head-tracking (FB-3D). Table 2 gives

System NB-M FB-M FB-3D
condition
frequency 300-3400 Hz 0-20050 Hz 0-20050 Hz
bandwidth
audio diotic (mono) diotic (mono) dichotic (spatial)
reproduction
speaker location all at 0◦ all at 0◦ ±18◦, ±54◦, ±90◦

angles
head-tracking no no yes

Table 2: Specifications of the used transmission qualities.

some technical details about these conditions.

The test subjects were seated in an acoustically treated
room and listened to the stimuli via headphones. To realize spa-
tial or non-spatial audio reproduction, we presented the record-
ings to the subject via the SoundScapeRenderer software. To re-
alize different bandwidths we generated bandpass-filtered ver-
sions of the recordings before the experiment.

The experiment design consisted of three parameters that
needed to be arranged across test subjects: three different
SysConds, four different #ILs, and three recorded scenarios per
#IL. Using a 12th-order latin square, we balanced the temporal
order of the stimuli for the twelve possible combinations of #IL
and SysCond. Repeating a 3rd-order latin square every three
subjects, we also balanced the assignment of the three scenarios
per #IL to the three SysConds.

Subjects were invited for two sessions of about 1.5 hours
duration; the first session also contained a training using the
13th recording (ScenID=6, Table 1). During the training the
subjects got acquainted to the three different system conditions
as well as their evaluation task. During the real test, the sub-
jects’ task was to listen to the individual recordings and to fill
in a questionnaire comprising four parts. Part 1 asked about an
overall quality impression (QUAL) using a seven-point rating
scale. In Part 2, subjects answered three questions about top-
ics and opinions discussed during the conversations. They were
also asked how confident they were about their answer. From
these answers we computed a correct topic recall (TopREC)
and a topic recall confidence (TopCONF). In Part 3, subjects
were asked to indicate who said a particular utterance (for ten
different utterances). Again the subjects reported their confi-
dence about their answers. From these answers we computed
a correct speaker recall (SpkREC) and a speaker recall confi-
dence (SpkCONF). Note that the questions in Part 2 and Part 3
were multiple choice questions with three options: one correct,
one incorrect, and one “I don’t know”. In Part 4, subjects indi-
cated on seven-point scales the effort to identify which speaker
is speaking (SpkID), the effort to follow the topics discussed
(TopID), the required concentration effort to follow the con-
ference (CONC), and the speech intelligibility (INT). We also
asked for the naturalness and the efficiency of the conversation,
but this was not analyzed further in this work.

Five female and eight male subjects (age 26 - 40) partici-
pated in the experiment, from which one subject finished only
the first session. All subjects were native German speakers from
the Telekom Laboratories and were selected when they had al-
ready some experience with telephone conferences but were not
working on telephone transmission quality assessment.
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4. Experiment Analysis
4.1. Results

We analyzed the effect of SysCond and #IL on the
nine collected measures QUAL, TopREC, TopCONF, Sp-
kREC, SpkCONF, SpkID, TopID, CONC, & INT. Table 3
shows results of one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with
Greenhouse-Geisser correction, when sphericity condition was
violated [10]. Table 4 shows results of corresponding PostHoc
tests (estimated marginal means) with Sidak correction for pair-
wise comparisons [10]. Figure 2 shows errorbar plots (mean
and 95% confidence interval) for the twelve combinations of
SysCond and #IL. The plots are organized to increase the vis-
ibility of effects. Either errorbars are grouped along #IL and
are plotted over SysCond (QUAL & INT), or they are grouped
along SysCond and plotted over #IL (remaining measures).
Note that the nine collected measures were coded such that
lower values represent lower quality and higher cognitive effort.

QUAL is significantly (sig.) influenced by SysCond (Tab.3);
spatial audio reproduction has a sig. advantage over non-spatial
audio reproduction (Tab.4). There is no sig. effect of #IL
(Tab.3). Depending on SysCond, QUAL varies between 3
(=fair) and 5 (=excellent); for three interlocutors, the effect of
SysCond appears to be stronger (Fig.2).

TopREC does not show systematic effects of SysCond and
#IL. There are indications for sig. effects (Tab.3 & 4), but these
are inconsistent: if there is an effect in the ANOVA, then there
is no effect in the PostHoc tests and vice versa. Interestingly,
within each SysCond, the scores for #IL = 6 appear to be higher
than for #IL = 3 & 4 (Fig.2).

TopCONF also does not show systematic effects of
SysCond and #IL. There are indications for sig. effects of
SysCond and #IL, but the ANOVA result for #IL is inconsis-
tent as it can not be found in the PostHoc tests. The effect of
#IL seems to be smaller for spatial audio reproduction than for
non-spatial audio reproduction (Fig.2).

SpkREC behaves opposite to QUAL. Except for the step
from four to six interlocutors, #IL shows a sig. impact on Sp-
kREC, while SysCond has no sig. effect (Tab.3 & 4). Although
no sig. interaction can be found (Tab.3), the effect of #IL seems
to saturate at four interlocutors in the fullband cases, while it
continues to decrease between four and six interlocutors for the
narrowband case (Fig.2).

SpkCONF is sig. influenced by both SysCond and #IL
(Tab.3 & 4). Regarding #IL, the results for SpkCONF are simi-
lar to the ones for SpkREC (Fig.2), but in addition the effect of
SysCond is here strong enough to be significant as well (Tab.3).
As for SpkREC, no sig. interaction can be found, but the same
trend between fullband and narrowband cases for four and six
interlocutors is visible (Fig.2).

SpkID is also sig. influenced by SysCond and #IL (Tab.3 &
4). Regarding SysCond, there is no benfit of bandwidth, while
there is a strong benefit of spatial audio reproduction (Tab.4 &
Fig.2). While there is no sig. interaction (Tab.3), the benefit of
spatial audio reproduction appears to be larger for three or more
interlocutors than it is for two interlocutors (Fig.2).

CONC shows very similar results: sig. impact of both
SysCnd and #IL (Tab.3 & Tab.4). However, the benefit of spa-
tial audio reproduction is less pronounced than for SpkID, and
also the trend of differences of that benefit for two vs. three or
more interlocutors can not be observed here.

TopID shows only a sig. difference between two and six
interlocutors (Tab.3 & Tab.4) as well as a sig. interaction of
SysCond and #IL. However, a clear interaction is not visible

QUAL TopREC TopCONF
p F p F p F

SysCond 0.000* 22.592 0.081 2.862 0.036* 3.877
#IL 0.790 0.147 0.046* 2.995 0.039* 3.114
Interaction 0.067 0.681 0.492 0.738 0.521 0.724

SpkREC SpkCONF SpkID
p F p F p F

SysCond 0.088 2.717 0.002* 8.181 0.000* 31.757
#IL 0.000* 27.750 0.000* 51.634 0.000* 25.332
Interaction 0.542 0.842 0.843 0.450 0.244 1.360

TopID CONC INT
p F p F p F

SysCond 0.114 2.399 0.000* 15.067 0.000* 25.807
#IL 0.000* 8.063 0.000* 24.601 0.822 0.304
Interaction 0.008* 3.194 0.945 0.297 0.060 2.696

Table 3: ANOVA results for the nine collected measures. Sig-
nificance level p & F-measure are given for SysCond, #IL and
their interaction term . Significant effects are denoted by *.

QUAL TopREC TopCONF SpkREC SpkCONF
SysCond p p p p p
NB-M - FB-M 0.127 0.889 0.680 1.000 0.948
NB-M - FB-3D 0.001* 0.346 0.310 0.033* 0.020*
FB-M - FB-3D 0.004* 0.023* 0.018* 0.320 0.015*
#IL p p p p p
2 - 3 1.000 0.629 0.344 0.000* 0.001*
2 - 4 1.000 0.279 0.639 0.000* 0.000*
2 - 6 0.998 0.985 0.128 0.000* 0.000*
3 - 4 1.000 0.949 0.993 0.025* 0.007*
3 - 6 0.999 0.687 0.899 0.003* 0.002*
4 - 6 0.788 0.207 0.675 1.000 1.000

SpkID TopID CONC INT
SysCond p p p p
NB-M - FB-M 0.988 0.972 0.944 0.028*
NB-M - FB-3D 0.000* 0.193 0.006* 0.000*
FB-M - FB-3D 0.000* 0.114 0.002* 0.004*
#IL p p p p
2 - 3 0.003* 0.705 0.605 0.920
2 - 4 0.001* 0.052 0.001* 0.996
2 - 6 0.000* 0.011* 0.000* 0.998
3 - 4 0.041* 0.653 0.038* 1.000
3 - 6 0.009* 0.136 0.000* 0.999
4 - 6 0.506 0.265 0.093 1.000

Table 4: Posthoc test results for the nine collected measures.
Significance level p is given for all pairs of SysCond and #IL.
Significant effects are denoted by *.

except that TopID is steadily decreasing with #IL in the nar-
rowband case, while in the two fullband cases, this decreasing
effect does not start before adding a fourth interlocutor (Fig.2).

INT shows sig. impact between all SysCond pairs, no effect
of #IL (Tab.3 & 4). As expected this is very much in line with
the results of QUAL, since INT is an important aspect of QUAL.

4.2. Discussion

QUAL was asking for the overall quality of the connection,
INT was asking for speech intelligibility, hence both measured
speech transmission quality. Given that only SysCond and not
#IL influenced the results for QUAL and INT, users are appar-
ently able to separate the technical quality from the cognitive
effort triggered by the number of interlocutors. TopREC, Top-
CONF, and TopID, all being measures for cognitive effort re-
garding topic comprehension, appear to be hardly influenced
by SysCond or #IL and the achieved results were rather high.
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Figure 2: Errorbar plots for the nine collected measures ar-
ranged in groups of SysCond and #IL.

Thus, users are quite able to follow and memorize topics and
opinions of a conference call, independently from SysCond and
#IL. SpkREC, SpkCONF, SpkID, all being measures for cogni-
tive effort regarding speaker separation, are influenced by #IL:
increasing #IL changed results towards increased cognitive ef-
fort. The same holds for CONC, a more direct measure of cog-
nitive effort. Hence the implemented scenarios indeed realized
the desired manipulation of the cognitive effort. Except for Sp-
kREC, the other measures SpkCONF, SpkID and CONC were
also influenced by SysCond, though the differences are smaller.
That means, higher technical quality can reduce the cognitive
effort, but the effect of #IL remains dominant.

Considering that SpkREC is a task performance measure,
while SpkCONF, SpkID, and CONC are assessment measures,
we can draw some conclusions on the applied experimental
method. Since the task performance measure does not reveal
an influence of SysCond, while the corresponding assessment
measures did, the sensitivity of the experimental method ap-

pears to be limited. On one hand, the data for SpkREC seems
to be rather noisy, but a post analysis did not reveal any specific
reason for that. One the other hand, the experimental design
mixed both SysCond and #IL during the experiment. As a pos-
sible consequence, subjects were less sensitive to the presented
SysCond because the effect of #IL seems to dominate. This
could be improved by changing the stimulus order such that
first the three SysCond conditions are presented for one par-
ticular #IL before continuing with the next #IL. As another as-
pect, QUAL is asking more for the speech transmission quality
rather than overall QoE. That means, we need a better question
in order to assess the individual contributions of speech trans-
mission quality and cognitive effort to the overall conferencing
QoE. Eventually, this experiment was a pilot study with thirteen
participants; the ITU recommends a pool of 24 or 32 subjects
in similar experiments. Thus, repeating the experiment with a
bigger subject pool could further improve the sensitivity.

5. Conclusions
This study confirmed that the number of interlocutors is an im-
portant aspect in the assessment of multi-party conferencing.
The audio reproduction method can also have a positive effect
on the cognitive effort. Furthermore, the partially opposite re-
sults for the speech transmission quality and the cognitive ef-
fort measures confirm that they are separate aspects that are
both needed for assessing the overall QoE of multi-party con-
ferencing. Since the applied experimental methodology leaves
room for improving the measurement sensitivity, follow-up and
slightly modified experiments are planned to verify the effects
found.
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